Assignment 6

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed. As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

Due on 2019-09-11, 23:59 IST.

1) According to Robert Darnton which constituent of the “communication circuit” is the most difficult to study?  
- Reader  
- Shipper  
- Writer  
- Bookseller

No, the answer is incorrect. 
Score: 0

Accepted Answers: 
Reader

2) What did middle-level booksellers in Montpellier do to survive?  
- They printed the Bible  
- They sabotaged Rigaud’s shipment  
- They sold bound volumes  
- They traded in printed books

No, the answer is incorrect. 
Score: 0

Accepted Answers: 
They traded in printed books

3) Why did the French government raise book tariff in 1779?  
- To pay for the high cost of parchments  
- To generate revenue for wars  
- IN order to maintain a record of all books that were imported  
- To encourage learning in France

No, the answer is incorrect. 
Score: 0

Accepted Answers: 
To generate revenue for wars

4) Why does print search for new markets?  
- To counter the propaganda of the church  
- To escape detection by border guards  
- In search of profit  
- IN search of newer manuscripts

No, the answer is incorrect. 
Score: 0

Accepted Answers: 
In search of profit

5) How did print lead to the unification of various local languages into modern day vernaculars like English, French, Italian etc.  
- Printed books last longer than manuscripts  
- All subjects were instructed speak the chosen language  
- Neighboring kingdoms banned each others’ books  
- A book once printed appears same across different copies

No, the answer is incorrect. 
Score: 0

Accepted Answers: 
A book once printed appears same across different copies